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"Everyone you meet is either a wolf or a sheep."

S

HEEP PRODUCE, CREATE, BUILD, AND INCREASE.
WOLVES TAKE, KEEP, PULL DOWN, REND, DEVOUR,
AND DESTROY. Sheep live peacefully in sheepfolds. Wolves live
in raucous crime- filled dens. Sheep function as individuals, wolves
function as members of the pack - they operate in corporations.
Sheep obey their Shepherd. Wolves obey the policy of their pack leader,
the alpha wolf. The Shepherd orders his sheep to live in sheepfolds, each
an individual king, each ruling his own kingdom (farm), each judging his
kingdom under the law of his Shepherd.

Mysterious China
China has been the terminal of the overland spice trade with India and
Europe for more than two thousand years. The wealthiest people in the
world live in China. The leaders of the rest of the world beat a path to her
door to bow to their rulers. The Westerner who considers planes, tanks,
and armies to be a match for a nation forced to use money and diplomacy
instead of force is a fool.
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In a wolf den, each wolf is an agent of the alpha wolf who is king of the
wolf pack, his wish is their law, and all wolves seek a place in a stair step
hierarchy within the pack under his protection. The wolf pack and all it
contains is the alpha wolfs - it is his monopoly. The wolf pack is a
corporation with the alpha wolf as its principal stockholder. He appoints
a chairman of the board who appoints a board of directors who appoints
plant managers who appoint foremen. The foremen hire plant security to
keep out unwanted visitors and keep down disorders.
Wolves are predators. Sheep are producers. Wolves eat sheep. To eat sheep
they must gain entry into sheepfolds. Sheep-history is a diary of wolfassaults on sheepfolds.

Protection & The Gatekeeper
A wolf must have protection when moving into a new hunting area, or the
outraged prey or another more powerful wolf pack may attack him.
He cannot enter a sheepfold with his pack to protect him since this would
resemble past invasions and would alarm the sheepfold. He can’t even
ask the leader of the sheepfold for "protection" so that he can enter and
eat sheep. Sheep are tender hearted and giving - but they draw the line at
that.
The wolf follows the old time-tested routine. He goes to a frustrated
"wanna-be" sheep who yearns to be alpha-king of the sheepfold so that
he can rule it like wolves rule their wolf-den- bands, parades, inaugurations, TV, and all. With such a sheep the wolf has much in common. A
deal is struck. In exchange for getting the wanna-be elected to govern the
sheepfold, he will use his elected position to help the wolf. He will help
the wolf get his pack into the sheepfold, and protect the wolfs operation
once there. "Wanna-be" wants to be that kind of king so bad that he
agrees to run with the wolves.
Getting him elected is simple. The wolves have lots of loot. They hire a
front-sheep and give him loot to buy up the quiet "sheep-baa." Corporatestyle, they are combined into chains and quickly converted into the
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"wolf-howl." Once operational, the wolf-howl by-passes the sheep’s
leader and talks directly to the sheep. The sheep’s leader can’t communicate with his sheep - the "wolf-howl" drowns him out - or just ignores
him. The wolf-howl advises the flock that "Wanna-be" is wonderful, a
good Christian, a wonderful father, loves babies - and that wanna-be
should be their new elected leader. So they elect him. That’s it. Simple.
A few bucks in the right place and you have taken over a whole sheepfold. Works every time. Wanna-be is now the "sheep’s- foreman." A
wolf-type king.
Wanna-be owes the wolf. At first, only a few wolves are seen walking the
streets. Soon they are all over the place. Wanna-be’s police say that
wolf-crime is due to sheep- prejudice. Wanna-be gives them privileges
sheep don’t get - public housing, government jobs, preferential hiring,
etc., all paid for by taxing the sheep. Wanna-be’s courts say it’s OK. His
palace guard - the FBI, CIA, and armed services, are instructed to work
closely with wolves and give them the sheep’s most up-to-date weapons
and secrets. Wannabe’s government says it’s in the sheepfolds’ interests.
Not only are the sheep in the armed services told that wolves are good and
sheep are bad, they are taught that they must follow their leaders - even
when they shoot mothers holding babies. They are also told that it is OK
to "bugger each other" if they want to - a common wolf practice. Wannabe’s wolfy-sheep preachers say that it’s OK too. If they don’t, they risk
losing their tax-exemption[1].
The sheep-overseer was elected by the wolf-howl and is dependent on
them for his job. The wolf is dependent on the overseer, but is free to
choose any other sheep-overseer he likes. Most overseers are not like
Napoleon, the kind who upsets apple carts. Unless the sheep-overseer
wishes to risk being turned out - he must bend over backwards to stay in
the wolfs good graces.
The wolf may use sheep statutes to enact currency controls to stop bribery
attempts by other wolf-pack competitors. The in-house security can be
used against disgruntled sheep who are suspected of not liking wolves
and not going along with the New Wolf Order. A new crime is invented
to catch wayward sheep - "thought crime." No longer does a sheep have
to assault a wolf to be guilty - he just has to think about it. This is called
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the RICO law. There are any number of sheep in prison who are sentenced for "thinking" about doing something.
Once in the sheepfold, the wolves supervise its conversion into a wolfden. The sheep who lose their farm- kingdoms are retrained into "corporate-sheep." They act like wolves. These once-free sheep-kings now live
in wolf-city. They are corporate sheep living in fear of losing their jobs,
their pensions, getting fired, being mugged - and losing what little they
have accumulated. To protect themselves, they "speak no evil, see no
evil, and hear no evil." Being a bundle of nerves is normal wolf-existence,
but it is a living death to sheep[2]. These kind of sheep can now be used
as useful tools in "hostile takeovers" of others.

Wolf Need For Hostile Takeovers
Hostile takeovers are wolf operations not understood by sheep. A sheep,
having its own small kingdom and possessions, has no need or wish to
take that which belongs to another. To do so involves monopoly - a thing
forbidden to sheep.
A wolf corporation, on the other hand, is a monopoly by definition. It is
organized as a monopoly. It acts as a monopoly. The controlling stockholder treats it as a monopoly. It is insatiable. Its success is measured by
its size, its growth, its acquisitions. Merger and takeover is the quick road
to success. They provide immediate profit and can show profit on the
balance sheet for years in the future.
The War Between The States ended in 1865. It wasn’t until 1962 that
differential freight rates imposed during Reconstruction were dropped. It
cost more to ship goods by rail from Richmond to New York than from
New York to Richmond. The year 1962 was long after the war ended. The
more "negotiations" of this kind, the more favourable contracts, and the
more profit. This result of wolf negotiations appals sheep who don’t
understand such things. They pay dearly for their lack of understanding.
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Sheep - Takeover Cannon Fodders
A calm flock presents problems. On the approach of a wolf, the rams
calmly move out shoulder to shoulder and face the wolf. Rams can kill a
wolf. However, if the flock can be kept alarmed and milling, the rams
don’t know where the danger is or where to gather. The milling sheep
don’t even know what is happening. One or two rams who try to protect
wolf-mugged sheep can be easily pulled down. The job of the wolf-howl
is to spread rumours, alarms, and disinformation and keep the flock
milling around. The sheep must never be allowed to calm down and
group together for self protection.
Perpetually alarmed and upset, flocks can be driven by the wolves against
either sheepfolds or wolf-dens belonging to competitors. Once an enemy
is identified - the rams will fight. First, the selected prey is "outlawed."
(Sheep fight only by the Shepherd’s rules[3]. An outlaw is an enemy - an
"unlawful" enemy.. A way is found to make the selected prey attack
something that is "unlawful.". One must always be "attacked" to justify
defending oneself and in the process demolishing the foe.
In the takeover war that follows, the sheep are driven into armies to
provide cannon fodder; the wolf supervisors furnish both finance and
supply. When final victory is won, the sheep get parades, erect monuments to their dead, nurse their grievances, and are kept alarmed and
milling around until they are needed again. The wolves squabble over
loot gained, the wolf- corporation grows more powerful, and the wolves
plan their next raid.

China
In the 19th century, the controlling stockholder of the American corporation sent Admiral Perry to force Japan to open up for "investment." In the
crude style of the period, he shot his way in. Japan was forced to
exchange trade and tribute for Western technology. They learned fast.
Japanese- wolves armed with sheep-technology became powerful and
invaded Korea to add to their investment portfolio. In 1910, Japan
merged the whole country to better digest it. The Japanese corporation
was growing.
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French Indo-China
France had been in French Indo-China since 1787. It comprised Vietnam
(on the sea). Laos (centre). Cambodia (South) and Thailand (Siam) - on
the west. This danger to China was removed with American help.
In the 1930’s, Japan began the hostile takeover of Chinese Manchuria.
China’s plants and management were hopelessly outdated, and so were
helpless to stop the takeover, but she had one thing the Japanese did not
have. She had several unbelievably wealthy controlling stockholders
whose retained reserves were unbelievably huge. An appeal was made to
an old business associate, Franklin Delano Roosevelt. The Roosevelt
family, and especially the Delanos, owed their wealth to the old "China
Trade[4]."
Roosevelt, the American plant manager, responded by cutting the Japanese Netherlands E. Indies oil supply. This stroke, depriving Japan of oil,
doomed the Japanese plant to have to shut down. The Japanese plantmanager, Tojo, unskilled in business affairs, sent his plant security to
Pearl Harbour to deal with the situation. He suspected that he was being
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suckered, but the Oriental has this thing about pride - who bows to whom,
and who bows the lowest - that sort of thing. After an initial success his
plant-police were beat-up. The Japanese corporation had to make all sorts
of concessions (like the Southern differential price rate thing) before they
were allowed to start up their plant again. Businessmen know that the
Japanese Emperor is chairman of the Japanese corporation, but they don’t
know who the major stockholder is. That’s a business secret.
While the Chinese management were meeting with the Americans, British, and Soviets at Tehran, and were congratulating themselves on how
smart they were to get the Americans to pull the Japanese off their backs,
the Americans were helping to organize a hostile takeover against them.
Mao Tse-tung was made standby acting plant manager and given security
personnel to protect him until the regular Chinese corporation was cornered and he was needed. His instructions were to just to sit tight until the
time was ripe, and then take over. Mao sneaked around in back of Chaing
Kai-Shek in what became known as his 6,000 mile "Long March" and
positioned himself behind Chaing forcing him to fight on two fronts.
The media told the US people that the US was shipping munitions to
supply the anti-communist Nationalist government of Chaing Kai-shek.
These munitions were stored in India. What they did not tell was that on
orders from Washington these munitions were taken out into the Bay of
Bengal and dumped into the sea[5]. Deprived of the promised US support, Chaing Kai-shek lost. Mao’s communists took over management,
and seized China’s retained earnings. A perfect corporate takeover. "An
unknown enemy cannot be opposed."
To prevent Chiang’s followers from becoming a nuisance, those who
didn’t escape to Formosa with Chaing Kai-shek were given the choice of
placing their necks on railroad tracks and letting trains decapitate them,
or receiving a slow death. Most eagerly put their necks on the rail. Along
with these - tens of millions of Chinese died and their wealth was
confiscated by the victors.
China is too vast to be closely governed. Local warlords have always
ruled villages and their family groups. Wealth, trade, and custom have
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been handed down generation after generation, and everything of value
is kept hidden from central governments. Individual Chinese look first to
their family groups, then the village, then the local warlord. Mao’s
communist revolution changed that. Trials, purges, holocausts and indoctrinations were used to break up the villages, scatter families, pry wealth
from dead hands, and cause a complete corporate reorganization.
China’s ruler now has millions of obedient citizens, loyal followers who
have learned their place in the pack pecking order. He speaks - they obey.
Their former "village-family- local war lord" allegiance is now his. He is
the one who can protect and provide for them. All rewards come from
him. No one is beyond his reach.
Behind the scenes, controlling stockholders are highly mobile. To them,
all things are temporary, even economic setbacks. "Madam Chaing Kaishek - nee May Ling Soong, was the daughter of Charles Jones Soong,
and sister of T. V. Soong, who in 1943 was the wealthiest man in the
world[6]." The Soong’s antiquated palace guard, the Nationalist Party,
failed in its effort to protect their holdings, but all that is in the past.
Formosa has been reorganized to include the latest in defence. Negotiations are now taking place to effect a merger between the "Nationalist"
China and "Communist" China. The resulting corporation may well
become a world class contender. In any event, Western leaders are
beating a path to their door. That fact should tell us enough.

Korea
Korea, long dominated by Chinese investors, in 1860 suffered Russian
interests to move in. In 1866, 1867 and 1871, joint French and US
expeditions launched punitive raids to retaliate for the killing of missionaries. Those raids also resulted in concessions. Japanese interests moved
in and supplanted everyone when they annexed the country in 1910.
In 1950, China’s chairman directed that their N. Korea subsidiary take
over S. Korea. It was bloody, as Oriental takeovers are. General Mac
Arthur reported to the Russell Committee Hearings, Pt. 1, May 3, 1951,
p 32, on the progress of the property settlement dispute:
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"The war in Korea has already almost destroyed that nation of 20 million
people. I have never seen such devastation. I have seen, I guess, as much
blood and disaster as any living man, and it just curdled by stomach ...
After I looked at that wreckage and those thousands of women and
children and everything, I vomited.
Once more, I repeat the question: What is the policy in Korea? If you go
on indefinitely, you are perpetuating a slaughter such as I have never
heard of in the history of mankind."
As landowners were ground up and disappeared in the conflict - millions
of acres made available were instantly snapped up. Businesses came up
for grabs at bargain prices.
Ancient business contracts were voided wholesale and they too came up
for grabs. Today, American industries are moving to Korea and Korean
sweatshops manned by coolie labour dump electronics on America and
the rest of the West. The new commercial alignment is fully operational
and profitable. The N. Korean and Chinese got nothing for their trouble
except their dead. They had served their purpose and there are still plenty
of Orientals to spare.
Col. Prouty says in his book that the decision to go into Korea and
Vietnam was made before World War II ended. The U.S. had stockpiled
a mountain of military supplies to be used in the Japanese invasion, but
Japan surrendered before it took place. The decision was made to send
half of this stockpile to Korea and half to Vietnam.

Vietnam
Vietnam was a subsidiary of France. It is part of what was the old French
Indo-China. French Indo-China comprised Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos,
and Thailand (Siam). It has always been one of the wealthiest operations
in the world. French interests had been there since 1787. The US corporation intended to seize those interests for itself. The Japanese invaded
Indo-China, displacing the French. Ho Chi Minh was selected to be
management trainee in North Vietnam. Both he and his followers worked
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for, were trained by, and were supplied by the OSS, the forerunner of the
CIA - supposedly so that they could fight the Japanese. "Ho" armies were
given half of the mountain of unused American equipment that had been
collected for the invasion of Japan. This was done AFTER the Japanese
had left and before the French returned. Another corporate raid was in
progress.
When the French returned to take up management where they had left
off, they were unpleasantly surprised to be confronted with one of the
best armed plant-security guerrilla armies in the world.

Vietnam - The Successful Lost War
The war in Vietnam was won by all participants - except the
people who fought it. Chinese interests removed French interests. America had an economic boom. The Vietnamese people
were added to the NWO, and the CIA got the opium monopoly
of the "golden triangle" to enable them to finance a spate of
wars.
The French were defeated in May 1954. The French garrison that was
surrendered at Dien Bien Phu was mostly German, recruited from former
German soldiers at the end of WW II. In Vietnamese captivity they died
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almost to a man. Oriental takeovers are tough, and, stockholders investing in such risky investments seldom have loyalty to their faceless
employees. The displaced French management could care less about the
massacre of their plant-security. "They were just Germans." One month
later, June 1954, the Americans moved into South Vietnam, right on
schedule.
South Vietnam had no history as a separate nation. This part of Vietnam
was given a Catholic descendant of the old emperors to be their ruler and
was provided with a palace guard organized from local "sects." These
"sects" had been followers of a number of local generals who had set up
their own operations in S. Vietnam after the Japanese left.
The CIA paid these "generals" handsome bonuses for their early retirement and sent them to the French Riviera to bask in the sun. Their rag-tag
"bowl of rice" followers became the South Vietnamese army.
"Free democratic elections" were held. They were supervised by the
democratic S. Vietnamese army. Diem received 98% of the vote. Most S.
Vietnamese had no idea who was ruling in Saigon and didn’t care. They
voted 98% for the one they were told to vote for. As a rule, when the U.S.
insists on "democratic elections" in wolf-nations having no history of
democracy - the vote is almost always something in the neighbourhood
of 98% in favor. This is the American corporation replacing local management with one of their own choosing.
Ngo Dinh Diem, the new ruler, on orders from his CIA handlers, banned
both the remaining French and the local Chinese. The French managers
ran the nation’s government and business, and the Chinese were the
traders whose boats bought rice from the peasants and delivered tools,
salt, and other necessary goods in return.
The removal of the French closed down the nation’s businesses, and with
the Chinese gone - their rice boats did not arrive to collect the rice. With
no buyers, the rice rotted and those regions deprived of rice and salt
fought neighbouring villages for food to survive. The new ruler called
these outbreaks "communist insurgency."
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NWO PsyWar In Action
CIA "Psy-War," aided by the Catholic bishoprics of "That Dien" and "Bui
Chu[7]," in North Vietnam, spread the rumour among the northern
Tonkinese Chinese Catholics that they were scheduled for liquidation.
Terrorized, they began to stampede. The door to safety was opened for
them and they were herded onto CIA-furnished ships, trucks, and planes.
The rest were directed to the road overland that led to promised land and
food in the south. One million one hundred thousand N. Tonkinese
"Catholic" Vietnamese were transported south and dumped in Cochine,
the south-western Red River delta areas.
There was neither land nor food waiting when they got there, only hostile
South Vietnamese peasants short of food and whose way of life was
already dislocated by the removal of French managers and Chinese
merchants. These new arrivals became bandits to survive and preyed on
the South Vietnamese. The papers in the U.S. reported that "Viet Cong
insurgency" had flared up all over. "The mass movement of the Tonkinese was done ‘To provide the climate, and the fodder for the war in
Vietnam[8]”.
"The US-advised Diem government began to place many of these Catholics in key offices. Typical .... Dr. Tran Kim Tuyen, a northern Catholic
who left Tonkin China in 1954, was made chief of the Office of Political
and Social Affairs, the secret government apparatus that had been organized by the CIA to keep tabs on dissenters–-[9]
The block system, the kind insisted upon by those who invest in communist countries, was put in operation. This is oppressive, omnipresent
internal spy organization that uses teachers to gather information from
children, wives to tell on husbands, and employers to inform on employees."
Thousands of northern Catholics were placed on the payroll and put into
positions of responsibility by the CIA and the Diem government. Before
long, the northern Catholic immigrants were the ones who had become
"friendly" and the "enemy" had become the native southerners.
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In Vietnam, it was widely broadcast by CIA Psy-War that the arriving
Americans were there to "pacify" South Vietnam. It was reported this
way in the American papers. The "pacify" word does not have the same
connotation in the Far East that it has in the West. "Pacification" to the
Indo-Chinese means that a region is pacified when all the people living
there are dead. Vietnam’s "Pacification" became an American threat of
"life or death." This threat provided the incentive to continue fighting
when spirits lagged in the face of overwhelming U.S. armed might.
While the CIA knew exactly what they were doing - the American
soldiers arriving to fight "communists" didn’t have a clue. They didn’t
know who the enemy was and no one could tell them. Few of the enemy
wore uniforms.
Weapons used for village defence were everywhere. In time, everyone
who had a gun and didn’t have on an ARVN uniform must be "Vietcong"
- probably - possibly - maybe?
In time, the rule was that if someone shot at you he was definitely an
enemy, and if someone ran when you approached, he too was probably
"the enemy."
There were still many "enemies" living in the South, enemies who owned
property and businesses, enemies that bombings and ordinary warfare
failed to dispose of. These were handled differently. The CIA organized
the infamous"Phoenix Program" in which 60,000 key Vietnamese were
killed in cold blood by American, Korean, Filipino, Taiwanese, and
Vietnamese agents - cold-blooded murders of the Ruby Ridge kind[10].
Vietnam lost millions of her people, freeing up the wealth of the country.
This accomplished, the U.S. left. The S. Vietnamese ruler and his palace
"sect" guard were abandoned to their fate, and the CIA-trained Ho Chi
Minh marched in to take possession and to confiscate everything in sight.
The US had been on both sides of everything that had happened.
The Viet escapade had cost 57,000 American dead. The brighter side was
that the American economy was given a massive shot in the arm bringing
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"happy days" for years; China had dangerous enemies removed - the
French and the Japanese, and, the investors who backed "Ho" had a field
day with their prize of confiscated French properties that are now being
"privatised" at the usual bargain-basement prices. Differential freight
rates"- type treaties are still being negotiated. Vietnam will stay in the
world’s backwaters until they agree to give up an additional pound or two
of flesh.
As an extra bonus for those who helped make the Vietnam takeover
possible - the CIA fell heir to the heroin drug-monopoly trade of Cambodia, Laos, and Thailand. This booming business furnishes multi-millions
at the cost of multi-billions - multi- billions that are desperately needed
to fuel other Vietnam-type operations all over the world.

USA Today
Sheepfolds require alternating rulers to fool the sheep into believing that
they are still a sheepfold run by sheep; that there is no ruler but their
Shepherd. The palace-guard organized to protect the carefully selected
rulers is efficient, well paid, and almost an exact copy of the ones
operating in practically every other country in the world. Prouty writes,
"If the truth were known, the chief of state of most 3rd world countries
today - under the rules of the superpower world game - owes his job and
his life, day by day, to an elite palace-guard that he can control and, he
hopes, trust."
When the alpha-wolf invests, it is in amounts greater than the worth of
General Motors, American Telephone, and IBM combined. Most of
America’s industry of any size has already been bought up.
There is only one big prize left - it is the combined holdings of the sheep.
One sheep at a time, it would take a hundred years to acquire it all. If all
could be lumped together, they could be taken in a few short months. But
such corporate takeovers are hostile takeovers. It requires an army - it
requires conflict. It requires war. The example of the orient is one that
should not be lost on those interested in corporate finance. The hostile
takeover of Vietnam is especially interesting.
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In Vietnam, aliens were lured by threats and promises into a strange land
without work or shelter. They resorted to banditry to live. The same thing
is occurring in all Western nations where small holders of wealth have a
massive holding if totaled together. As occurred in Vietnam, some of the
imported strangers are hired and added to the palace-guard to rule over
increasingly angry property holders. As in Vietnam, the wolf-howl uses
PsyWar to incite the strangers against the natives. They are told that the
Westerners are planning a "pacification" program that will result in a
holocaust.
Tainted Western governments now call native Westerners "insurrectionists." They are called "racists, "separatists," "white supremacists," and
"bigots" if they protest alien crime, or loss of jobs - all standard PsyWar
terminology.

Clinton: Another De Klerk?
"The first impression one gets of a ruler and his brains is from seeing the
men he has about him." Machiavelli[11].
The men around our recent media- elected leader represents a spectrum
that gives pause to an already nervous flock. Their presence offends the
sheep more and more. The scent of wolf is strong. One by one, the Laws
that the Shepherd gave as absolute, never to be changed, are being
replaced by "wolf-policy." One step at a time the sheep are being pushed
into a comer. Closer and closer approach the wolves.
More and more come the wolf-demands, demands that the sheep cannot
obey without having their own Shepherd kill them. One sheep at a time
is seized with panic, abandons his property, and bolts from the comer.
One after another the wolf-pack falls on the bolting sheep and tears him
to bits. One by one. The circle draws closer and closer. Will the sheep
stand in shock like the S. African sheep are doing - waiting to be eaten?
The lies of the wolf-howl keep the flock confused, milling, and running
back and forth. It forbids the sheep to talk to one another. Will something
happen to make the sheep stand still and listen to the Word, the voice of
their Shepherd? Will the time come when -on order from the Shepherd ( Page 16 )
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the rams quietly come forward shoulder to shoulder? Or will the sheep
close their ears and scatter when the wolves rush in to make them
abandon their wealth and Flee.

Western Sheepfolds Under Attack
The map left shows areas in white are all that are left to the sheep. In
1900, the entire world except part of China was controlled by the West.
Now, only Western heartlands are left. Even the heartlands are exhausted
by wolf-incited civil wars where sheep have been led against sheep,
killing tens of millions.
Wolf-bought leaders of Western sheepfolds have thrown the gates open
to the wolves of the world. They pour in as the UN plans to use sheeparmies to invade the S. African sheepfold to forcibly turn the S. African
sheep over to the wolves so that their property can be seized.
America’s new ruler is very un-sheep like. He has already endorsed
abortion and homosexuals. He is a draft-dodger who fled his own country
to avoid danger, and was identified as supporting the enemy who were
killing his own countrymen - a thing called "treachery" in past ages. He
is accused of being a whoremonger, and of siring a mulatto child.
As governor, he was accused of being a notorious liar. So much so that it
even offended the wolf-howl - a thing hard to do. The "lie" is most serious
because:–
"A thief is better than a man that is accustomed to lie"
Ecclesiasticus 21:25. There is nothing that a liar says that
can be believed.

The Lie Is a Wolfs Trademark
The wolf-howl pictures him surrounded by "priests." But, his disobedience to the "Word made flesh speaks louder. Sheep Law demands "If you
love me obey my commandments[13]." The New York Times, on August
13, 1992, p. Cl, carried a revealing article by Todd S. Purdum, which
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states that the president’s mother had been married 5 times to 4 husbands,
and:
"At the age of 69, this descendant of Irish farmers and Cherokee Indians
has survived ... controversies over the death of two patients in her care,
and has seen her younger son, Roger, go to prison for a year and half on
drug charges …
It appears that while the tainted DeKlerk is a sheep who runs with wolves,
Clinton is a wolf. This presents a problem, because wolves eat sheep.
A wise wolf deserts wolf-policy, and follows the Law of the Shepherd. It
is hoped that this leader will be one of those who does this and not follow
the traditional leader of his people - "Okee.[13]" Time will reveal his
master and the sheep’s response.

Conclusion
The media-elected "overseer" of the American flock has impeccable
credentials - by wolf standards. A loyal palace- guard trained in one
hostile-takeover after another stands ready to stage yet another one. As in
Vietnam, a ready enemy without food, shelter, or work is being imported
by the millions to provide the kindling. A prize worth multi-trillions
stands defenceless, ready to be seized - the ultimate prize that Esau has
long planned for.
Man, the sheep of God’s pasture, was told to rule the world Lawfully and
justly. He compromised with evil by tolerating evil. He has seen how the
wolf treats his victims in Russia, Germany, South Africa, South Korea,
Vietnam, and lately Iraq, and man stood by and allowed it to happen. Is
there reason for today’s man to expect different treatment?
Paradoxically, the answer is YES!
"When thou are in tribulation ... even in the latter days, if thou turn to God
and shall he obedient–-he will not forsake thee–-nor forget the covenant
of thy fathers." Deut 4:30-31
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How shall we be obedient? What shall we do that we haven’t done?
"Greater love hath no man than this that a man lay down his life for his
friends. Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you–– all
things that I have heard of my Father I have made known unto you. Ye
have not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and ordained you, that ye
should go and bring forth fruit––
These things I command you, that ye love one another. " John 15:13-17
God has not forsaken us. He is faithful. He has given us his Law. And, so
that we will not forget, he has shown us that sheep who disobey their
Shepherd become roasted-mutton on the wolf s table. God gave us the
wolf - the lawless, furtive, fleeting, invisible, deceptive wolf to teach us.
The wolf cannot exist in a sheepfold that obeys God, much less feed there
- unless man is lawless and spreads the table. Lawless man created the
problem. The Shepherd s Word stands ready to correct it.

"Be still...."

Notes
1) Pastor Pete Peters’ Church of Christ, LaPorte, Colorado, was padlocked on February 26, because they spoke out against special privileges
given homosexuals. The Church has been persecuted and dragged into
court time after time by supporters of sodomite interests
2) Abnormal living conditions cause them to stop having children.
3) That’s what wolfy-sheep preachers get paid for doing.
4) JFK. The CIA. Vietnam. & The Plot To Assassinate John F. Kennedy,
p. 5, Col L. Fletcher Prouty, Burch Lane Press Book, Carol Publishing
Group, NY 199215
5) McCarthyism, The Fight For America., Sen. Joseph McCarthy, p.
38-39, Devin- Adair. NY 1952
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6) LBJ. p. 13.
7) Ibid, p. 75
8) Ibid. p. 74
9) Ibid.. p 78
10) Ibid. p. 65 & 88
11) "Their nobles shall be of themselves, and their governor shall precede
from the midst of them." Jer 30:21
12) This leader comes from a litter of lawbreakers. He has a step-sister
who was arrested for armed bank robbery in 1985. Fox Broadcasting,
Current Affair, Fri, Jan 23,1993, from Criminal Politics, Jan 1993.
13) "Okee," Vigilantes Of Christendom, Richard K. Hoskins, p. 71-73,
104, Va Pub Co., P.O. Box 997, Lynchburg, VA 24505, $18/copy.
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At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.
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